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Abstract: Recently, the development of the Internet of Things (IoT) has
enabled continuous and personal electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring. In the
ECG monitoring system, classification plays an important role because it can
select useful data (i.e., reduce the size of the dataset) and identify abnormal
data that can be used to detect the clinical diagnosis and guide further
treatment. Since the classification requires computing capability, the ECG
data are usually delivered to the gateway or the server where the classification
is performed based on its computing resource. However, real-time ECG data
transmission continuously consumes battery and network resources, which
are expensive and limited. To mitigate this problem, this paper proposes a
tiny machine learning (TinyML)-based classification (i.e., TinyCES), where
the ECG monitoring device performs the classification by itself based on
the machine-learning model, which can reduce the memory and the network
resource usages for the classification. To demonstrate the feasibility, after
we configure the convolutional neural networks (CNN)-based model using
ECG data from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)-Beth Israel
Hospital (BIH) arrhythmia and the Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt
(PTB) diagnostic ECG databases, TinyCES is validated using the TinyML-
supported Arduino prototype. The performance results show that TinyCES
can have an approximately 97% detection ratio, which means that it has great
potential to be a lightweight and resource-efficient ECG monitoring system.
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1 Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) have become the leading cause of death globally, accounting for
an estimated 17.9 million lives in 2019 (i.e., 32% of all global deaths) [1]. Arrhythmia is considered
as an important sign of CVDs. As a result, electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring, which can detect
arrhythmias, has attracted much attention [2]. However, it is difficult for short-term ECG monitoring
to find arrhythmias because they occur intermittently. Therefore, continuous and long-term ECG
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monitoring, such as the Holter test, has become an essential test for medical checkups [3,4]. The
Holter includes electrodes and an ECG machine where electrodes are placed at certain points on
the chest and the abdomen and then connected to the ECG machine by wires. Then, ECG can be
measured and recorded. The Holter monitor records ECG data for 24 or 48 h to detect intermittent
arrhythmias. However, since ECG analysis is only available after 24 or 48 h, Holter cannot provide real-
time feedback for abnormal heart activity. In addition, Holter requires large internal memory because
it records all measured data during the whole test period. Moreover, the postprocessing such as big
data analysis based on the machine learning (ML) [5–8] for long-term data can be a heavy task for the
backend server, as well as for the medical staff. To mitigate this problem, an ECG monitoring device
with a wireless module has been researched for real-time ECG analysis. It enables the transmission
of ECG data to a gateway (e.g., a smartphone or a router) or server that can analyze the ECG data
and receive the result of the analysis in real time [9–14]. The ECG analysis in the gateway or server
includes a classification that classifies the input ECG data into normal and abnormal ECG data.
Classification plays an important role in the ECG monitoring system because it can select useful
data (i.e., reduce the size of the dataset) and identify abnormal data that can be used to detect the
clinical diagnosis and guide further treatment. Since the classification requires computability, the ECG
data are usually delivered to the gateway or server where the classification is performed based on its
computing resource. However, real-time ECG data transmission continuously consumes battery and
network bandwidth, which are expensive and have limited resources.

Meanwhile, according to the development of internet of things (IoT) technologies in terms of
the communications [15–17], coverage [18–20], and security [21], tiny machine learning (TinyML)
has recently emerged as a concept to deploy ML to embedded and resource-constrained IoT devices
powered by microcontrollers (MCUs) [22,23]. This allows the devices to have a low service delay,
reduced data transmission (i.e., low network bandwidth usage), energy efficiency, and low cost as a
result of the MCU’s local computation without the help of external resources (e.g., server or gateway).

By using the benefits of TinyML, this paper introduces TinyCES: TinyML-based classification
for ECG monitoring embedded systems. In TinyCES, an MCU-based low-power ECG monitoring
device performs the classification by itself based on the machine-learning model, which can reduce
the memory and network usage for the classification.

1.1 Technical Highlights

The key contributions of this paper can be listed as follows:

1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to introduce the TinyML concept into the
ECG monitoring system. Since the previous works on the ECG monitoring system require
the transmission of ECG data to a gateway (e.g., a smartphone or a router) or server and the
processing on them, the resources for the communications and computing should be supported.
To mitigate the problems, the proposed scheme aims to process the ECG data within the
embedded monitoring device by itself using the TinyML concept.

2) To support the reasonable classification accuracy even in the embedded monitoring device,
this paper develops and optimizes a CNN model supported by TensorFlow Lite for microcon-
trollers using ECG data from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)-Beth Israel
Hospital (BIH) Arrhythmia and Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) diagnostic
ECG databases. The developed model has about 97% accuracy with small model size (i.e.,
27 Kbytes), meaning that it has great potential to be a lightweight and resource-efficient ECG
monitoring system.
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3) For the feasibility test, we perform the Arduino-based implementation and show the superi-
ority of the proposed scheme in terms of the average amount of network bandwidth usage
and the average size of recorded ECG data. This means that the proposed scheme can be
valuable guidelines for the advanced TinyML-based ECG monitoring system. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows. After related works on the TinyML and previous ECG
monitoring systems are reviewed in Section 2, TinyCES is introduced in Section 3. Prototype
evaluation is provided in Section 4. Finally, concluding remarks and future works are given in
Section 5.

2 Related Works
2.1 Tiny Machine Learning

TinyML enables the integration of intelligence within embedded and resource-constrained sys-
tems. Along with the increasing trend for the artificial intelligence of things (AIoT), TinyML has been
considered as an important paradigm [24]. The TinyML community has been leading the efforts to
integrate ML into MCU-based small IoT devices. In addition, Ericsson, one of the biggest network
companies, predicted that TinyML plays a platform role, such as TinyML-as-a-Service [25]. According
to the benefits of TinyML in terms of energy efficiency, low cost, data security, and latency, there have
been several efforts to apply TinyML to various services and applications [26–31]. Raza et al. [26]
leveraged TinyML to provide intelligence to unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) with advanced decision-
making capabilities. To complete the given mission in an energy-efficient way, the MCU included
in the UAV hosts a set of ML inference tools and determines the moving direction based on self-
learning. Piatkowaski et al. [27] developed a TinyML-based concept system that can detect whether
the face mask is worn properly or not. This work proved that TinyML can also be utilized for complex
computer vision tasks with acceptable accuracy. Kadir et al. [28] presented a TinyML model that can
classify incoming audio data into adults and children. Even though the performance results can be
dependent on the given various scenarios, this model is validated using the Arduino Nano 33 BLE
sense microcontroller. Ooko et al. [29] developed a TinyML-based portable breath analysis check-up
kit for the early detection of respiratory diseases. Without internet connectivity, this kit can locally
configure the model and predict respiratory disease based on the model. Prado et al. [30] utilized
TinyML in the autonomous driving system for mini vehicles, which have limited on-board storage
and computability. Although the dynamic environments where the current distribution is different
from that learned from the training are challenging in autonomous driving, they show that TinyML
can improve the robustness and the energy efficiency with suitable decisions. As several review works
predicted [31], one of the main candidate applications of TinyML will be wearable medical and
healthcare devices. However, since integrating TinyML into medical and healthcare devices is an initial
stage, there are very few works on it [31]. Furthermore, no previous work considered the TinyML-based
ECG monitoring system.

2.2 ECG Monitoring System

Since the traditional ECG monitoring test Holter cannot provide real-time feedback for abnormal
heart activity and can burden the backend server and medical staff due to long-term data analysis;
many works have been conducted to enhance the ECG monitoring system [9–14,32–36]. As shown in
Table 1, these can be categorized into 1) systemic approaches [9–14] and 2) algorithmic approaches
[32–36]. Note that our work in this paper can be categorized into the systemic approach.
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Table 1: Summary of related papers for ECG monitoring system

Approach References Objective Methodology

Systemic [9] Real-time ECG analysis Smartphone-based computing
[10] Real-time ECG quality assessment Smartphone-based computing
[11] Portable wearable ECG monitoring Textile electrodes &

smartphone-based connectivity
[12] IoT cloud-based ECG monitoring Direct access from sensors to IoT

cloud without intermediate nodes
[13] Minimizing power consumption of

intermediate nodes
Direct access from sensors to the
server without intermediate nodes

[14] Smart edge system for ECG
analysis

Gateway-based computing

Algorithmic [32] Enhancement of data classification Model optimization (SVM, ANN,
Bayes classifier, etc.)

[33] Enhancement of data classification
and energy efficiency

Model optimization (spiking
neural network)

[34] Enhancement of data classification
and processing time

Model optimization (parallel
general regression neural
network)

[35] Enhancement of R-peak detection Model optimization (LSTM with
temporal features)

[36] Enhancement of R-peak detection Model optimization (1D CNN)

Liu et al. [9] implemented an Internet of Things (IoT)-based ECG monitoring system where real-
time ECG data collection and accurate signal analysis are performed on the smartphone side, and
then the results are delivered to the cloud application and the medical staff. Similarly, Satija et al. [10]
provided an IoT-enabled ECG telemetry system. In this system, ECG data are continuously delivered
to a smartphone through Bluetooth, and their quality assessment is implemented on the smartphone
application. Ozkan et al. [11] demonstrated hardware and software designs for a wearable tele-ECG
monitoring system based on textile threads. Smartphones in this system also play an interface role
to deliver the ECG data to the server and show information to patients. Yang et al. [12] proposed
an ECG monitoring system without an intermediate node, such as smartphones, where ECG data
are collected from wearable sensors and transmitted directly to the IoT cloud using Wi-Fi via the
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol.
In addition, Wan et al. [13] also addressed a problem of using the intermediate node for an ECG
monitoring system because of the limited power consumption and introduced a real-time health
monitoring system with data that are gathered from the sensor nodes and directly delivered to the
cloud. Pathinarupothi et al. [14] developed a smart edge system that analyzed incoming ECG data
and computed the aggregate alert score for patients. However, even though these works aimed to
provide real-time ECG data processing based on edge, smartphone, and portable computing, they
did not consider the processing in the MCU-based low-power computing by the monitoring device
itself, which can reduce the time, memory, and network resources for the processing.
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Celin et al. [32] introduced several types of classifiers, including a support vector machine (SVM),
an AdaBoost classifier, an artificial neural network (ANN), and a naïve Bayes classifier, to classify the
ECG data as normal or abnormal. Amirshahi et al. [33] employed a spiking neural network for an ECG
classification algorithm that is accurate but energy-efficient. Li et al. [34] developed a parallel general
regression neural network for ECG data classification, which shortens the data processing time.
Laitala et al. [35] proposed an R-peak detection method based on a long short-term memory (LSTM)
network that utilized the temporal features of continuous ECG data. Zahid et al. [36] presented a
robust R-peak detection algorithm for noisy ECG data using a one-dimensional (1D) convolutional
neural network (CNN) model. However, although these works provided model optimization methods,
they assumed the server-based powerful task computing which requires the heavy data transmission
from sensors to the server. This means that the stable resources for the communications and computing
should be supported in these works.

3 TinyML-based Classification in an ECG Monitoring Embedded System (TinyCES)

Fig. 1 shows an overview of TinyCES, including four components: datasets, preprocessing, model
design, and model conversion. Based on the ECG datasets, preprocessing is performed, which removes
the noise, finds the R-peaks, and finally extracts the segments that can be input sources to the
classification model. The CNN-based model is then trained by the input sources and is optimized
on the low-power and embedded MCU to classify the input sources into normal and abnormal data.
Finally, the developed model can be converted to be fit into the MCU, and the dataset is used for
the test.

Figure 1: Overview of TinyCES
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3.1 Dataset

To implement our ECG classification model, this study uses two datasets: the MIT-BIH Arrhyth-
mia [37] and PTB Diagnostic ECG databases [38]. Since the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database has lots
of available, representative, and well-characterized collections of ECGs [37], we utilize the dataset from
the MIT-BIH database to develop and validate the preprocessing (i.e., filtering, peak detection, and
segmentation). In addition, because the PTB diagnostic database provides the categorized ECG data
(i.e., normal and abnormal) [38], the dataset from the PTB database is used to train and verify our
classification model. Among 29,110 ECG segments from the PTB diagnostic ECG database dataset,
we separate 72% into a training set, 8% into a validation set, and the remaining 20% into a test set.
Note that the training and validation sets are used for the model design, and the test set is utilized for
the test after the model conversion.

3.2 Preprocessing

Fig. 2 shows an ECG segment including peaks of Q, R, S, and waves of P and T for normal ECG
data, which can be a unit for handling ECG data. However, since practically measured ECG data are
a sequence of ECG segments, it is important to determine the ECG segment in the continuous ECG
data. Therefore, preprocessing is required to split the continuous ECG data into ECG segments. As
mentioned in Section 3.1, ECG data from the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia dataset are used to configure
the preprocessing pipeline. As a baseline for the ECG segment, we need to find the R peaks. Before
detecting R peaks, a bandpass filter (BPF) is applied to the continuous ECG data to remove the noise.
Figs. 3a and 3b present the raw ECG data as the input of the BPF and the filtered ECG data, which
is the result of the BPF, respectively. After applying the BPF, R peaks can be found by using the Pan-
Tompkins algorithm, as it is widely used to detect Q, R, and S peaks in each ECG segment [39]. Fig. 3c
shows the results of R peak detection (i.e., the orange line). Based on the detection of the R peaks,
the interval between the R peaks (i.e., RR interval) can be calculated. Consequently, segments can be
configured by windowing the RR interval with the center of R peaks [40]. Finally, the Min Max scaler
with a range from 0 to 1 is applied to the segments for normalization, as shown in Fig. 3d. Through
this whole procedure for preprocessing, we can extract ECG segments from the continuous ECG data,
which can be used as the training, validation, and test sets for our classification model.

Figure 2: An ECG segment for normal ECG data
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Figure 3: Preprocessing pipeline results of continuous ECG data

3.3 Model Design

As the CNN model is widely used to analyze the layered data due to its feature extraction property
[36,41], this paper also utilizes the CNN model to classify the normal and abnormal ECG segments. To
build the CNN model, we utilize the Keras library (i.e., high-level application programmable interface
(API) of TensorFlow) and PTB diagnostic ECG database dataset. Note that TinyCES aims to provide
the classification in the MCU-based low-power ECG device by itself. This means that the model size
should not be large because of the limited memory in the MCU. Fig. 4 shows the design of our CNN
model. Since TensorFlow Lite for the Microcontroller only supports 2D layers, we need to transform
the 1D vector data format of ECG segments to the 1xN 2D data format. The input source is the
time series ECG segment data with a length of 180 because we set the maximum length of an ECG
segment to 180 based on the heart rates of people. Consequently, each segment is padded with zeroes
if the length of a segment is less than 180. The first layer of our model is a convolutional layer that
has a rectified linear unit (ReLu) function as an activation function and 8 filters of size 4x1. Next to
the convolutional layer, the max-pooling layer is used to subsample the outputs of the convolutional
layer, and the drop-out layer is then applied to prevent overfitting. After that, the second convolutional
layer, max-pooling layer, and drop-out layer, which are the same as the previous layers except that the
second convolutional layer uses 16 filters of size 4x1, are utilized. Finally, the flatten layer and the two
dense layers with the ReLu and sigmoid functions as activation functions are sequentially applied.
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The result value of the model ranges from 0 to 1. Particularly, if the result value is 0, it means that the
ECG segment is absolutely an abnormal segment. However, if the result value is 1, it indicates that
the ECG segment is exactly normal. To optimize the classification model, the binary cross-entropy
loss function and Adam optimization algorithm with a learning rate of 0.001 are applied. In addition,
we utilize the learning rate reducing algorithm known as ReduceLRonPlateau and early stopping to
prevent the model from overfitting on the training data.

Figure 4: Design of our CNN model

Fig. 5 shows the accuracy and the loss curves over the training and validation data for the
classification model. In Fig. 5, it can be observed that the accuracy increases and the loss decreases
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with the increase in epochs. Because there is no substantial improvement in accuracy and loss after
epoch 25, 30 epochs are performed with early stopping. The accuracy and the loss of the training and
validation data become approximately over 97% and under 10%, respectively, which means that the
model is generalized well for both data.

Figure 5: Accuracy and loss curves over training and validation data for the classification model

3.4 Model Conversion

To show the feasibility of the developed classification model for the MCU-based low-power ECG
device, we choose an Arduino Nano 33 Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Sense (ANBS) board [42] as a
prototype for TinyCES. The reason for choosing this board is that the board includes the 32-bit Arm
Cortex-M4 MCU, which can support the TensorFlow Lite for Microcontrollers [12,43]. In addition,
the ANBS board is scalable as a prototype in terms of price (approximately $20), size (45 × 18 mm),
connectivity (support of BLE), and capability (interworking with the ECG monitor [44]) [42]. Since
the developed model is based on Keras (i.e., TensorFlow), the model needs to be converted into a
TensorFlow Lite model which is specifically designed for the MCU-based model (e.g., reducing the
file format and execution rates, etc.). Therefore, we use TensorFlow Lite converter which is widely
used for the model conversion [45]. As a result of the conversion, the model expressed as a byte array
in C++ language, which can be applied to ANBS, is created. The size of the converted model is 27,246
bytes, which can be small enough to be applicable to the MCU with limited random-access memory
(RAM) capacity (e.g., RAM size of Arm Cortex-M4 MCU in ANBS is 256 KB [42]).

Based on the converted model, Fig. 6 describes the confusion matrix using 2,911 test data from
the PTB diagnostic ECG database dataset. From the confusion matrix, there are four categories:
true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false negative (FN), and false-positive (FP). TP (TN) means
that the result from the model is normal (abnormal) and actual data are also normal (abnormal).
However, FN (FP) means that the result from the model is abnormal (normal), while the actual data are
normal (abnormal). According to TP and TN, the developed classification model has approximately
97% accuracy, which can be calculated by (TP + TN)/(TP + TN + FN + FP). In addition, the true
negative recognition rate is about 98%, which can be obtained by (TN)/(TN + FN). Moreover, the
true positive recognition rate is about 95%, which can be obtained by (TP)/(TP + FP). This means
that the developed model is efficient to detect abnormal data, which can be more important than to
detect normal data because of the alert situation and further treatment.
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Figure 6: Confusion matrix

4 Prototype Evaluation

Based on the ANBS with the developed model, we configure the prototype of TinyCES as shown in
Fig. 7. The prototype includes ECG lead lines with electrodes connected to an ECG monitor, which is
a single-lead ECG monitor developed by Sparkfun [44]. The ECG monitor is connected to the ANBS,
which includes memory to store ECG data and the BLE module to transmit the data to the gateway
or server. In Fig. 7, the operation example includes four phases: 1) measurement; 2) classification; 3)
transmission; and 4) record. For the measurement, three electrodes are attached to the right arm (RA),
left arm (LA), and left leg (LL) positions on the body. During the measurement, real-time classification
of incoming continuous ECG data into normal and abnormal ECG data is performed based on the
model in Section 3.4. According to the classification, abnormal ECG data can be transmitted to a
gateway in real time [10,46,47] (which need a gateway (e.g., a smartphone in [10,46] or a smart-hub
in [47]) or server that can analyze the ECG data and receive the result of the analysis in real time) or
recorded in the internal memory of the ANBS, as in a conventional Holter [3,4]. Note that transmission
and recording can be conducted simultaneously or selectively depending on the system policy.

Figure 7: TinyCES prototype and operation example

To compare TinyCES with real-time feedback schemes (RTFs) [10,46,47] and a conventional
Holter [3,4], several experiments are conducted with three volunteers who have no obvious heart
disease and one medical technologist to verify the results. In addition, consent from the volunteers
was obtained to use in the experimental results. TinyCES transmits the classified abnormal data to a
smartphone through BLE and records the data into the internal memory. For a fair comparison, RTFs
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also use BLE to send the measured data to a smartphone. In each experiment, ECGs were measured
from the volunteer for 24 h. Five experiments per volunteer were conducted, and the average value
was utilized for the result.

Table 2 shows the average amount of network bandwidth usage of volunteers for TinyCES and
RTFs. According to Table 2, it can be seen that the average amount of network bandwidth usage of
TinyCES is reduced by approximately 96.71% compared to that of RTFs because the classification is
performed in advance before the transmission. This means that TinyCES can enhance the overall
network system performance from the perspective of wireless resource management. In addition,
Table 3 represents the average size of recorded ECG data (i.e., internal memory usage) for TinyCES
and Holter. From Table 3, it can be noted that TinyCES can reduce memory usage by approximately
96.23% compared to Holter. To provide a more compact and lightweight ECG monitoring device for
patients, the physical size becomes necessarily limited. Therefore, the memory-efficient system design
should be considered.

Table 2: Average amount of network bandwidth usage

Volunteer 1 Volunteer 2 Volunteer 3

TinyCES 1.35 Kb/s 1.27 Kb/s 1.59 Kb/s
RTFs 43.01 Kb/s 42.28 Kb/s 43.31 Kb/s

Table 3: Average size of recorded ECG data

Volunteer 1 Volunteer 2 Volunteer 3

TinyCES 143 Mb 135 Mb 150 Mb
RTFs 3,716 Mb 3,771 Mb 3,752 Mb

Based on the accuracy of the developed model and prototype evaluation, it can be noted that
TinyCES works well even with the light portable device (i.e., ANBS) in terms of the classification (i.e.,
97% accuracy) while maintaining low usage of network bandwidth and recording storage. In addition,
as introduced above, the procedure of the conventional works includes the access to the network, data
delivery from sensors to the server (or intermediate node), data processing, and result reception, which
can be a time-consuming procedure according to the network and server status. Compared to that, the
procedure of TinyCES only requires the classification by the monitoring device itself, which means
that TinyCES has a benefit in terms of the time efficiency.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a TinyML-based classification (i.e., TinyCES) where the ECG monitoring
device performs the classification by itself based on the machine-learning model, which can reduce
the memory and network resource usages for classification. To demonstrate the feasibility, after we
configure the model using ECG data from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia and the PTB diagnostic ECG
databases, TinyCES is validated using the TinyML-supported Arduino prototype. The performance
results show that the algorithm of TinyCES can have an approximately 97% detection ratio with small
model size (i.e., 27 Kbytes), meaning that it has great potential to be a lightweight and resource-
efficient ECG monitoring system. For future work, the accuracy depending on the specific type of
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abnormal ECG segment (e.g., sinus tachycardia, sinus bradycardia, sinus pause, atrial fibrillation,
etc.) will be validated to extend the testing part. In addition, we will conduct the experiment with
heart disease patients in the hospital to validate the feasibility of the developed model.
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